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operator, 89, 237
gauge, 414
Gelfand transform, 453
generalised sequence, 395
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  Radon, 408
  signed, 410
  singular, 411
  space, 404
  spectral, 465
  total variation, 410
meromorphic function, 438
metric, 400
minimal isometric dilation, 179
Minkowski functional, 414
minus-operator, 185
double, 188
doubly strong, 188
doubly uniform, 193
strong, 186
uniform, 189
Möbius transformation, 439
modulus
  of an element, 455
  of an operator, 464
neighbourhood, 394
  absorbing, 414
  balanced, 413
  base, 395
net, 395
neutral part, 5
node, 177
nondegenerate linear manifold, 4
nonmeagre subset, 401
norm, 414
  fundamental, 17
  injective, 423
  operator, 418
  projective, 423
  submultiplicative, 418
  sup, 419
  uniform, 419
normal
  element, 455
  operator, 463
  point, 105
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null-homotopic curve, 398
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open, 400, 439
  ball, 400
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  subset, 394
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(J₁, J₂)-unitary, 123
S-bounded, 105
S-compact, 105
accretive, 45, 101
adjoint, 462
adjoint, Kreĭn space, 85
adjoint, unbounded, 471
angular, 29
bounded, 417
bounded unitary, 19
coisometric, 93
compact, 466
contractive, 199
defect, 35
dissipative, 45, 101
dual, 422
expansive, 199
Fredholm, 470
generalised angular, 58
Gram, 14
Hermitian, 9
idempotent, 9
isometric, 7
isometric, Kreĭn space, 89
isomorphism, 7
Julia, 169
left semi-Fredholm, 470
maximal accretive, 45
maximal dissipative, 101
norm, 418
of duality, 73
orthogonal projection, 92
positive, 114
power bounded, 241
right semi-Fredholm, 470
selfadjoint projection, 113
selfadjoint, Kreĭn space, 88
semi-Fredholm, 470
sign, 172
symmetric, 9, 47, 87
symmetry, Kreĭn space, 114
symmetry, Hilbert space, 17
uniformly expansive, 194
uniformly positive, 89, 189
unitary, 89, 123
operator pencil, 153
operator range, 130
order of multiplicity, 436
order of the pole, 437
order relation, 463
oriented interval, 433
orthocomplement, 9
orthocomplemented linear manifold, 9
orthogonal
J-orthogonal, 20
companion, 3, 426
projection, 463
subsets, 3
sum, 426
vectors, 3
orthonormal
basis, 9
set, 427
paracomplete subset, 396
parallelogram law, 425
parametrisation, 398
partial isometry, 95, 463
path, 432
plus-operator, 185
polarisation formula, 2, 425
pole, 437
positive
element, 455
functional, 409
operator, 88, 463
Potapov–Ginzburg transform, 83, 210
power bounded operator, 241
preorder relation, 395
preserves angles, 440
principal part, 437
product
σ-algebra, 411
inner, 424
scalar, 424
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category, 401
countable, 395
selfadjoint
element, 455
operator, 463
operator, Kreın space, 88
seminorm, 414
separable space, 394
separated
$T_0$, 396
$T_1$, 396
$T_2$, 396
Hausdorff, 396
subset, 397
sesquilinear form, 424
set
directed, 395
orthonormal, 427
shadow, 29
shift operator, 445
signature of defect, 82
simplex, 232
simply connected subset, 398
singular numbers, 468
singularity
essential, 437
isolated, 436
removable, 436
sip matrix, 279
space
$G$-space, 55
Baire, 401
Banach, 417
complete, 400
completely metrisable, 400
decomposable, 8
defect, 35
definite, 2
factor, 399
final, 95
Hilbert, 425
indefinite, 2

topology, 399
projective
norm, 423
tensor product, 423
quadratic form, 2
quotient
space, 399
topology, 399
radius of convergence, 430
Radon–Nikodym derivative, 411
range of an operator, 463
rank
geometric, 33
of indefiniteness, 7
of isotropy, 7
of negativity, 7
of positivity, 7
region, 429
conformally equivalent, 441
regular, 408
inner, 408
outer, 408
point, 103
subspace, 63
relation
adjoint, 81
inverse, 81
linear, 81
representable by power series, 430
representation, 456
faithful, 456
residue, 438
resolvent set, 153, 450
Riemann sphere, 439
rotation, 439
scattering transform, 83, 210
Schmidt decomposition, 468
Schur class, 262
Schwarz Inequality, 2
second
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induced Kreǐn space, 23
initial, 95
inner product, 2
Kreǐn, 17
locally convex, 415
measurable, 402
measure, 404
metric, 400
metrisable, 400
normal, 396
Pontryagin, 20
quotient, 399
regular, 396
semidefinite, 2
separable, 394
tensor product, 422
topological, 394
topological vector, 413
span, 426
spectral
radius, 450
set, 246
spectrum, 153
of an algebra, 453
of an element, 450
stable, 241
stereographic projection, 439
strict cone, 463
strong
duality, 73
minus-operator, 186
resolvent convergence, 50
stronger topology, 398
strongly
dual pair, 73
stable, 245
subbase of a topology, 395
subcovering, 396
subset
absolutely convex, 414
convex, 414
dense, 394
negative, 3
neutral, 3
nonmeagre, 401
nowhere dense, 401
paracompact, 396
positive, 3
simply connected, 398
strictly negative, 3
strictly positive, 3
subspace, 3, 28, 414, 426
hypermaximal neutral, 45
invariant, 220
Kreǐn, 63
maximal neutral, 45
maximal positive, 30
maximal strictly positive, 30
maximal uniformly positive, 30
negatively Fredholm, 76, 79
negatively semi-Fredholm, 76, 79
positively Fredholm, 76
positively semi-Fredholm, 76
pseudo-regular, 66
regular, 63
uniformly negative, 29
uniformly positive, 29
summation, 427
support, 408
symmetric operator, 87
tensor
elementary, 422
product
injective, 424
of spaces, 422
projective, 423
spatial, 456
theorem
Atkinson, 469
Baire Category, 402
Closed Graph, 420
Fubini, 412
Gelfand–Naimark, 456
Hahn–Banach, 416
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